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It would be altogether impossible in a brief notice to give any
abstract of what is in itself a most careful abstract of everything
important known of some 2,000 places, 1,500 mountain-peaks, and
250 passes. The completeness is indeed something marvellous; and
though, of course, there is no such thing as a perfect work, and some
accounts and statements may have to be modified by personal ex-
perience, we have seen nothing, in a rapid survey of the work, that
calls for complaint. We recommend it without hesitation as the best
companion to the geological traveller in the Central Alps, merely
suggesting that in future the colouring of the geological map should
be assisted by figures or letters of reference, since in maps printed in
colours it is almost impossible to compare by the eye the shades of
colour used in colour-printing; and in the repeated printing neces-
sary the blocks do not always exactly fall into their proper places.

ON THE NEW RED SANDSTONE AND PEKMIAN FOBMATIONS AS
SOURCES OF WATEE-SUPPLY FOR TOWNS. By EDWARD HULL,
B.A., F.G-.S., of the Geological Survey of Great Britain. 8vo.
1864, pp. 20. (From the Mem. Lit. Phil. Soc. Manchester, 3rd
sec. vol. ii.)

IT1HE red sandstones and clays of Lancashire, Cheshire, Stafford-
-*- shire, Warwickshire, Worcestershire, and the south-west of
England have of late years received much attention from the Geo-
logical Surveyors, on account of their covering the coal-measures;
and in some districts the more perfect knowledge obtained as to the
exact relations of these beds, which, often shifted by faults, and vary-
ing in thickness over the coal, still appear to an unpractised eye as
one uniform mass of ' red ground,' has benefited coal-owners very
considerably. Not only, however, are these red rocks important as
regards their relation to the coal-beds, but also with respect to the
great water-holding properties of some of their beds. In early geo-
logical days these red sandstones and clays were all comprehended
under the name 'New Bed Sandstone,' and divided into 'Upper'
and 'Lower;' the latter, recognized by Phillips as having older fossils
in it than those of the higher division, was divided off by Murchison
and grouped, as Permian, in the palceozoic system, the other remain-
ing as the New Red Sandstone formation or Trias. Now these
Permian red clays and sandstones are not nearly so porous and
capable of holding water as the Triassic beds above, -nhich latter
readily take in rain- and river-water, filter it, and freely yield
it in wells, sometimes to the amount of 1^ millions of gallons a day
from one well. The bleach-works, factories, and breweries of Man-
chester and Salford (Mr. Hull says) pump six millions of gallons every
twenty-four hours from the New Red Sandstone. Lancashire, how-
ever, has a thicker set of 'New Red ' beds than some other districts;
in fact, they thin out as we go to the south-east; being about 1,200
feet thick in the north-west, they are about 600 feet in Derbyshire
and Staffordshire, and only 250 feet at the utmost in Leicestershire
and Warwickshire; hence an enormous difference as to what we may
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expect from deep wells at Rugby as compared with those of Man-
chester,—at the former place the New Red Sandstone is reduced to a
minimum, and the lower red marls and sandstone (Permian) hold
comparatively little water. The varying inclinations of these at-
tenuated strata, more or less disturbed, at different places, complicate
the conditions of local water-supply; but with the maps and sections
of the Geological Survey in hand, the engineer has (or ought to have)
little difficulty in avoiding errors and securing the object in view.

Mr. Hull has carefully worked out, and drawn especial attention
to, this south-easterly thinning-out of the Triassic and overlying
formations, as may be seen by his paper on the subject in the Quart.
Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xvi. p. 63; and the memoir before us cleverly
adapts his facts and theory to practical uses.

EEPOET8 A3XT> PEOCBEDINGS.

ADDRESS TO THE SECTION OF GEOLOGY AT THE OPENING OF THE THIRTY-FOTTRTH
MEETING OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION, IN BATH, SEPTEMBER 15, 1864. By JOHN
PHILLIPS, Esq., M.A., LL.D., F.E.S., F.G.S., Professor of Geology in the Uni-
versity of Oxford.

age of geological discovery is, by many persons, thought to
-^ have passed away with Hutton and Werner, Humboldt and Von
Buch, Smith and Cuvier, Conybeare and Buckland, Forbes and De
laBeche; and they regard as almost final the honoured researches of
Sedgwick and Murchison and Lyell. Yet in this very district, the
most carefully examined perhaps of all the richly fossiliferous tracts
of England, our friend Mr. C. Moore is finding a multitude of in-
teresting forms of life of the later Triassic age, and is thus enriching
in an unexpected manner the catalogue of fossils in Britain. Nor is
the practical application of our science less actively exercised. In
this very district Mr. Sanders has just completed that admirable
survey of the strata on the large scale of four inches to a mile, and
showing every field, which is suspended before you. Sir R. Mur-
chison has informed us of the further proof of the extension of coal
under the Permians of Nottinghamshire; and at this very meeting
we receive through the same channel, from Mr. M'Kenzie, the news
of the finding of an additional bed of coal in Australia, thirty miles
from any former known site of coal, the bed being 38 feet thick and
of good quality.

Nothing is better settled than the series of great events in our
geological history; yet even now we are rejoicing over the large
addition made to this history by the discovery of the richly fossil-
iferous beds of St. Cassian and Kossen, by which the Triassic fauna
is enlarged, and the means of comparing Palaeozoic and Mesozoic life
augmented by some hundreds of forms, including some genera of the
older, and others of the newer systems. The Director of the National
Survey has decided to give to these strata in England and Wales a
distinct colour on his map and a definite name (the Penarth beds).

But a few years since, the varied strata of marine and freshwater


